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ABSTRACT 
We show that a matroid M is weakly orientable if and only if the element cM (an 
abstraction of - 1) of its Tutte group is not a square. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A circuit signature of a matroid is an assignment of a sign + or - to all 
elements of each circuit. Four classes of signatures have been studied so far; 
they are, in their order of appearance, digraphoids [7], orientations [2], weak 
orientations [l, 61, and ternary signatures [8]. Digraphoids are an abstraction 
of directed graphs defined by Minty, which are exactly signatures arising 
from representations of regular matroids by unimodular subspaces over Iw. 
Orientations, a generalization of vector spaces over an ordered field, have 
received considerable attention during the past ten years and have been 
given many applications to convex polytopes, arrangements of hyperplanes, 
and linear programming. Weak orientations are obtained by a weakening, in 
a natural way, of the definition of orientations, and this class contains the 
three others. Ternary signatures are signatures arising from representations of 
ternary matroids over GF(3). 
Recently Dress has introduced the concept of matroids with coefficients 
[3], a generalization of the Tutte representation, providing a common frame- 
work for ordinary matroids, matroid representation over a field, and oriented 
matroids. In [lo] it has been shown that signatures, coordinatizable over a 
semiring, in the sense of Dress, are exactly the four aforementioned classes. 
Associated with a matroid M is an Abelian group TM, christened the 
“Tutte group” because it allows one to reinterpret Tutte’s homotopy theory 
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in algebraic terms. Furthermore the universal representation ring of a matroid 
M can be obtained as a factor ring of the group algebra Z[U,] [5]. A study of 
this group can be found in [5], [12], and [13]. In Corollary 3.3 we derive from 
our characterization of weakly oriented matroids a reformulation, due to 
A. Dress, of a deep result by Tutte [9, 7.51 in terms of the Tutte group. A 
characterization of ternary matroids whose statement is very similar to 
Theorem 3.2 is given in [5] and [13]. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let M be a matroid, and %? (V*) be its set of circuits (cocircuits). The 
Tutte group of M, T,, is the factor group of the free Abelian group, IL,,,, 
generated by the symbols .sM and Xc;.,, for all C E %’ G g* and all e, f E C 
(e # f ), modulo the relations EL = 1, X,; e, f. Xc. f e = 1, Xc. e e OX,; e2 e3. 
XC;e3,e,=1’ XC,e,f*X&,f=EM for all CE%? and’all C*E%?*‘wi% Cn’C* 
= {e,f}. 
A signed set is a set X together with a partition into two subsets Xt and 
X- [the pair (X’, X- ) is also called a signature of the underlying set]. We 
define the opposite - X of the signed set X to be the signed set of signature 
(X-, X+ ). A circuit signature of M is a set Y of signed sets such that each 
element of Sp is a signature of a circuit, and for every circuit C there exists 
exactly two signed sets in Y with underlying set C, and these two signed 
sets are opposite. For X a signed set and e one of its elements, X(e) denotes 
thesignof e on X,i.e. + if eEX+ and - if eEX_. 
A circuit signature 9 of a matroid M and a cocircuit signature z?‘* of M 
form a dual pair of weakly oriented mutroids if for any X E 9 and for any 
Y E y* with IX n Y] = 2 we have [l] 
(X+nY+)U(X- fly-)+0 ifandonlyif (X+nY-)u(X- nY+)#0, 
equivalently, ](X’ n Yt ) U (X- n Y- )I = 1 [and therefore also 
ili+nY-)u(x- nY+)I=l]. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE TUTTE GROUP OF A WEAKLY 
ORIENTABLE MATROID 
The following theorem is the particular case of [4, Theorem 101 dealing 
with weak orientations. But in [4] the results are stated without proof, 
therefore we give for completeness a proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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THEOREM 3.1 (Dress [4, 6.11). A mutroid M is weakly orientable if and 
only if there exists a morphism Cp j%m 8, into the group { + , - } such that 
ia = - . 
Proof. Assume M to be weakly orientable. By definition there exists a 
dual pair of weak orientations (9’,9’*) of M. Let \k denote the morphism 
from IL M into the group { + , - } defined by \Ir(l) = + , \k(~~) = - , and for 
all C~gbIj* and all e,f EC with ef f, \k(X,G.,f)=Y(e).Y(f), where 
Y denotes one of the two opposite signed sets associated with C. For 
simplicity, in the remainder of this proof we will denote a signed circuit and 
its associated circuit by the same letter. We have ‘k( EL) = + , ‘k( X,; e, f. 
X C;fie) = [C(e)*C(f )I2 = +, \k(Xc;.,,e2.XC;ep.e3.XC;e3.e,) = [ GOC(e2)~ 
C(e,)12=+, and for all CE~’ and all CLEF* with CnC*= {e, f}, 
since by definition of a weak orientation C(e) * C(f) + C*(e) * C*(f) = - , we 
have \~(E~.X~;~,~ . Xc*, e,f) = + . From these equalities we deduce that \k 
induces a morphism Q from the factor group UM into the group { + , - }, 
satisfying <a( .sy) = - . Conversely, assume the existence of a morphism Q 
from T, into the group { +, - } satisfying @(sM) = - . Take C E % 6 V*, 
choose e E C, and denote by Y the signature of C defined by Y(e) = + , and 
for f E C\e by Y(f) = + when @(Xc;.,,) = + and Y(f) = - otherwise. 
In such a manner we define a circuit signature 9’ and a cocircuit signature 
9* of M. We leave it to the reader to check that the relations inducing the 
factor group U,, together with the hypothesis a’(~~~) = - , imply that 
(9’,9 *) is a dual pair of weak orientations. n 
As mentioned in [l], matroids coordinatizable over a finite field in which 
- 1 is not a square are weakly orientable. Theorem 3.2 generalizes this result 
to the Tutte group. 
THEOREM 3.2. A matroid M is weakly orientable if and only if Ed 4 
(W2. 
Proof. If M is weakly orientable and if @ is a morphism from U, into 
{ +, - } with @(.sM) = -, then sM @ (UM)2, since Ed = a2 for some (YE UM 
would imply @( eM) = @(02) = Cp(o)2 = + . Vice versa, if eM @ (UM)2, then 
we may view U,/(UM)2 as a vector space over GF(2) to find a morphism 
into { +, - } [ G GF(2)] which maps the nontrivial vector eM .(UM)2 into - . 
n 
COROLLARY 3.3 (Tutte; see also [5] or [13]). A binary matroid M is 
regular if and only if Ed 4 (UM)2. 
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Proof. Since regular matroids are exactly binary weakly orientable ma- 
troids (see [ll, II 2.3.5]), the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.2. n 
I am grateful to the referee for a simplification in the proof of Theorem 
3.2 and for several helpful suggestions. 
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